
ASIA

This was our first Kensington Tours trip, 
and it will not be our last. From the 1st 
time I spoke to my expert I knew it was 
going to be the trip of a lifetime – and I’m 
not easy to please! The planning, transfers, 
tour and hotels – your recommendations 
were perfect and the process stress free. Our 
guide was amazing and she truly touched 
our hearts. We never would have been able 
to do it without you.
       – Patricia and Steven Fairbridge
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ASIA, AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS 
Linger in Siem Reap, fast track in Bangkok, indulge 
in Halong Bay or travel through time in Myanmar– 
Kensington’s flexible itineraries and custom multi-
country combos make it easy to see Asia anyway you 
want.

 For first timers or for the converted returning   
 yet again, our Asia experts have the inside track  
 on the quintessential experiences, the off-the-  
 beaten path adventures and the private guides who  
 make extraordinary moments.

 Private access to China’s Terracotta Warriors, hot air  
 balloon flights over the temples of Myanmar, hiking  
 with the hill tribes of northern Vietnam, sipping tea  
 with monks in Bhutan or meeting the orangutans  
 and komodo dragons of Indonesia – if it excites  
 you, it sets our team in motion. 

 Where you rest your head matters. Kensington’s  
 experts have the knowledge to help you choose  
 what’s right for you and your budget. From tented  
 luxury in the Thai jungle or a former monastery in  
 Bhutan, to a traditional Ryokan in Japan or tranquil  
 mountaintop retreat in Shangri-La, we’ve got   
 you covered. 

Your Asian adventure awaits.

VIETNAM & CAMBODIA SIGNATURE 
14 Days from $4,400 pp
Experience a vivid world of monks in saffron robes, rice paddies, 
floating markets and ancient temples with this private guided tour 
of Vietnam and Cambodia. Cruise through stunning limestone karsts 
of Halong Bay, explore the awe-inspiring temples of Angkor Wat and 
enjoy Tai Chi, a cooking class, cycling excursions, historic sites and 
more. Featuring a great mix of premium hotels, private guide and 
driver, this private tour takes you into the heart of Southeast Asia.

TEMPLES & FLOATING MARKETS

MYANMAR DISCOVERY 
7 Days from $2,895 pp
Discover this ancient land and its spiritual rituals long preserved 
without western influence on this private tour showcasing Yangon, 
Bagan and Inle Lake. Soar over fairytale pagodas in a hot-air-
balloon, meet the famous leg-rowing fishermen, village-hop by 
bicycle, cruise along the Irrawaddy River, dine on Shan delicacies, 
receive temple blessings and so much more. Spend nights at exotic 
hotels and enjoy days of diverse adventures. 

KINGDOM OF BURMA

THAILAND HIGHLIGHTS WITH PHUKET 
9 Days from $2,500 pp
An exotic fusion of the dazzling lights and temples of Bangkok, 
the jungle hilltops of Chiang Mai and the powder white beaches of 
Phuket, this tropical Thai adventure fuses culture, history and just 
plain fun. Tour golden temples, shop in colorful markets, relax with 
a massage, visit an elephant camp, go river rafting and learn savory 
secrets during culinary lessons. With charming hotels, internal 
flights, guides and more, Kensington has you covered.  

FROM SEA TO SKY

KENSINGTON BEST SELLER
(Always custom tailored, of course)

A small sampling of our customizable tours. Visit www.kensingtontours.com, call us at 1-888-903-2001
or speak to your travel agent for more great ideas that fit your style and budget.
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BALI, LOMBOK & YOGYAKARTA 
9 Days from $2,815 pp
Immerse yourself in a world of golden temples sparkling in the sun 
and emerald rice paddies as you explore exotic Bali, the remote 
island paradise of Lombok, the ancient temples of Prambanan 
and culturally vibrant Yogyakarta in Java. Enjoy island trekking, 
spellbinding temples, traditional ceremonies, village visits, 
dreamlike beaches, silver workshop, bustling markets, heavenly 
hotels and more. This is true cultural decadence. 

ESSENTIALS OF INDONESIA

THE JUNGLES OF BORNEO 
7 Days from $2,800 pp
A land of mysterious head-hunting tribes, golden orangutans and 
otherworldly proboscis monkeys – if you’re in search of an intrepid 
adventure, this expedition through the dark jungles of Malaysian 
Borneo is it. Visit orphaned orangutans, hike through wildlife 
sanctuaries, cruise mangroves in a long-tail boat, see the eerie coffin 
cliffs, swim in waterfalls, safari by night, relax in hot springs, rest in 
eco-lodges and much more. Adventure awaits! 

JUNGLE BOOK ADVENTURE

TEMPLES, CITIES & BEACHES 
10 Days from $3,300 pp
A fusion of the hustle of Bangkok, Angkor Wat’s mystical temples 
and Koh Samui’s famed beaches makes for a perfectly calibrated 
mix of culture, adventure and rejuvenation on this private tour of 
Thailand and Cambodia. Led by your expert private guide you’ll 
discover ancient palaces, long-tail cruises, Buddhist blessings, 
elephant rides, floating markets and coral reefs teeming with life. 
Cultural and culinary feasts abound in these stunning lands.

TREASURES OF THAILAND & ANGKOR

JAPAN DISCOVERY 
7 Days from $3,995 pp
Step into an exotic world of kimono clad geishas, century old 
bonsai trees, spiritual temples and futuristic skyscrapers – Japan is a 
mystical country awash with contrasts guaranteed to amaze. Led by 
private guide see how age-old Japanese traditions mix seamlessly 
into modern life as you sip steaming macha in a tea house, dine on 
mouth-watering sushi, visit trees wrapped in prayers and more. Say 
‘konnichiwa’ to the Land of the Rising Sun. 

LAND OF THE RISING SUN

CAMBODIA HIGHLIGHTS 
6 Days from $1,750 pp
Deep in the Cambodian jungle lie ancient temples that defy time 
and crumbling relics surrounded by thick vines waiting to amaze 
you on this private guided adventure. Uncover the secrets of 
Cambodia’s past in Phnom Penh and explore the mystic ruins near 
charming, colonial Siem Reap. Featuring private expert guide, 
elephant ride, jungle picnic, magical waterfalls, artisans workshop 
and elegant hotels, this exploration will leave an indelible mark. 

LOST CIVILIZATIONS & LEGACIES

MYANMAR: PRAYERS & PAGODAS 
9 Days from $3,500 pp
Follow in the footsteps of Rudyard Kipling along the “Road to 
Mandalay” on this classical journey through one of the most 
timeless places left on earth, Myanmar. Behold its intriguing 
wonders as you tour Yangon, Bagan, Mandalay and Inle Lake and 
enjoy elegant hotels. From boy monks and artisanal workshops to 
temple pilgrimages and smiling locals, there’s no finer way to unveil 
the mysteries of Myanmar than with private guide. 

BUDDHISM & BURMESE ARTS

A small sampling of our customizable tours. Visit www.kensingtontours.com, call us at 1-888-903-2001
or speak to your travel agent for more great ideas that fit your style and budget.
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CHINA HIGHLIGHTS & YANGTZE CRUISE 
11 Days from $3,995 pp
Delve into dynasties past as you cruise the timeless waters of the 
Yangtze into the heart of China with this classic private guided 
tour. Discover sophisticated Shanghai, behold the ancient relics of 
Xi’an and witness centuries past in Beijing. With enchanting cultural 
traditions, terraced hills, ancient temples, Imperial treasures, the 
Terracotta Warriors and The Great Wall, an abundance of riches 
await, woven together with carefully selected hotels. 

IN A KINGDOM FAR AWAY

PHILIPPINES SIGNATURE 
10 Days from $3,295 pp
Nestled upon the fringe of the Pacific Ring of Fire, this quirky 
and culturally rich Asian utopia is climbing its way onto every 
globetrotter’s bucket list. Discover the wonders of Manila, Banaue 
and Bohol, stopping for active adventures, spiritual moments and 
life altering encounters along the way. Dance with locals, go wild on 
a jeep safari, cruise for whales, sun on the beach and explore burial 
caves. The islands of the Philippines are ready to welcome you! 

RICE TERRACES & CHOCOLATE HILLS

CHINA: GREAT WALL, WARRIORS & LI RIVER
9 Days from $3,300 pp
Prepare to discover this land of dragons and emperors with this 
spellbinding journey showcasing China’s extraordinary wonders. 
From the ancient relics of Beijing and Xi’an to the idyllic beauty 
of Guilin and the bright lights of Shanghai, you’ll experience the 
stunning contrasts of this dramatic land. Tour the Forbidden City, 
Temple of Heaven and The Great Wall of China. Meet the Terracotta 
Warriors, raft the tranquil Li River and see otherworldly karsts.

DRAGONS & DYNASTIES

MALAYSIA ENCOMPASSED
10 Days from $3,200 pp
From the futuristic towers, ancient temples and spicy culinary 
delights of Kuala Lumpur to the talcum powder beaches, waterfalls 
and jungle wilds of sun-drenched Langkawi, delve into Malaysia 
with this all-encompassing private guided journey. Featuring 
quaint villages, fragrant tea plantations, mangrove cruise, animal 
encounters, lively night bazaars and carefully curated luxury hotels, 
you’ll want for nothing.

MALAY MOMENTS

VIETNAM: PEARL OF INDOCHINA 
9 Days from $2,300 pp
Our most popular customizable tour of Vietnam, you’ll explore 
colonial Hanoi, cosmopolitan Ho Ci Minh as well as stunning Halong 
Bay and charming riverine Hoi An. A land of ancient pagodas, 
picturesque floating villages, soaring rock formations and dramatic 
history, you’ll fall under her spell. Enjoy a cycling tour of Cua Dai 
beach, culinary courses, explore the historic Vietnam War-era Cu Chi 
Tunnels and more, while enjoying world-class hotels.

LAND OF THE BLUE DRAGON

HIGHLIGHTS OF SOUTHEAST ASIA 
21 Days from $7,500 pp
This all-encompassing adventure puts the very best of Southeast 
Asia at your fingertips. Discover the timeless worlds of Thailand, 
Laos, Vietnam and Cambodia on this private guided journey. Visit 
ancient temples, Buddhist caves, hill tribes and floating villages. 
Enjoy Thai massages, trek through forests on elephant back, 
navigate underground tunnels and behold relics of the once mighty 
Khmer civilization. 

SOUTHEAST ASIAN IMMERSION

A small sampling of our customizable tours. Visit www.kensingtontours.com, call us at 1-888-903-2001
or speak to your travel agent for more great ideas that fit your style and budget.


